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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION I

60 WESTVIEW STREET, LEXINGTON MA 02173

MEMORANDUM

DATE: August 7, 1991

SUBJ: Region I CSF Completeness Evidence Audit Program

FROM: Moira M. Lataille
Deborah A. Szaro 
Region I CLP TPOs

TO: Lead Chemists 
Region I Contractors

THRU: Heidi Horahan 
ARCs DPO

The attached Region I CSF Completeness Evidence Audit Program/July 3, 1991 replaces
the currently used procedure described by CEAT-Techlaw in EPA Regional CSF Completeness
Evidence Audit Guidelines.  Begin using the Region I CSF CEAP on the next CSF you receive.
Note that the forms supplied by CEAT-Techlaw during the Complete SDG File Training
seminar held on February 20, 1991 will no longer be utilized.  These are replaced by the EPA
Region I Complete SDG File Receipt/Transfer Form and the DC-2 Forms.

To assist you in implementing this new CSF Program, we have set up a CSF Hotline
number, (617) 229-2050, at the Region I Weston/ESAT office.  Primary contact is Pam Rose
and secondary contact is Kate Schweitzer.  All questions received by ESAT will be documented
with telephone conversation logs.  Questions requiring clarification will be forwarded by ESAT
to the TPOs and/or NEIC.  You will receive an answer to your question within 24 hours or be
informed that the question is being researched by the TPO/NEIC and that clarification will be
provided as soon as possible.  In an effort to save the Lead Chemists' time and reduce the
number of repeated questions, a copy of questions and answers received from all Lead Chemists
will be provided to each Lead Chemist in a monthly report.  Please take the time to read the
monthly reports.

Please note the following:
o All CSF data must have the Region I CSF Completeness Evidence Audit

performed even if those data are not to be validated at this time.

o Only Lead Chemists may call the CSF Hotline; please identify yourself 
when you call.
 o The Hotline is to be used to resolve technical/legal questions and specific audit



questions after you have read and become familiar with the Region I CSF CEAP.  The ESAT
contacts will not walk you through an audit.

If you are repeatedly unable to reach either the primary or secondary ESAT contact at
the CSF Hotline, call either Deborah Szaro or Moira Lataille at (617) 860-4312.

cc: Carol Wood, QAO 
Scott Clifford, ESAT DPO



REGION I CSF COMPLETENESS
EVIDENCE AUDIT PROGRAM
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Evidence audits are conducted to ensure that laboratory
documentation and data will be admissible in potential
litigation.  Prior to the implementation of the OLM01.0 Organic
and ILM01.0 Inorganic Statements of Work, evidence audits for
all Routine Analytical Services case files were performed by
CEAT-Techlaw.  However, under the ILM01.0 and OLM01.0 Inorganic
and Organic Statements of Work, laboratories must now develop
Complete Sample Delivery Group Files (CSFs).  The CSFs consist
of the original Sample Data Package and all related
documentation.  Laboratories operating under the new contracts
will submit the CSFs directly to the regions, who will now be
responsible for conducting the evidence audits.  This process
allows the EPA to quickly monitor the quality of the laboratory
documentation.

To easily integrate the evidence audit into the validation
procedure, the Region I Quality Assurance Office has developed
the Region I CSF Completeness Evidence Audit Program.  The
program addresses two fundamental areas of responsibility
necessary to ensure the admissibility of laboratory-generated
documentation and analytical data as evidence.   First, the
integrity of the CSF must be maintained during all transfers.
Second, the completeness of the CSF documentation must be
assured through the evidence audit process.

The Region I CSF Completeness Evidence Audit Program
replaces the procedure described by CEAT-Techlaw in EPA Regional
CSF Completeness Evidence Audit Guidelines.  None of the forms
supplied by CEAT-Techlaw at the Complete SDG File Training
seminar held on February 20, 1991 will be necessary to complete
the Region I CSF Completeness Evidence Audit or to perform the
CSF tracking procedures. 

A flowchart outlining the Region I CSF Completeness
Evidence Audit Program is included in Attachment I.
  
2.0 COMPONENTS OF THE CSF

The CSF consists of the original Sample Data Package and
all related documentation.  The laboratory is required to
assemble the CSF and submit it directly to the Region (as
specified in Exhibit B, Section II, B-22 of OLM01.0 and Exhibit
B, Section II,B-13 of ILM01.0).  The laboratory submits a
Complete SDG File (CSF) Inventory Sheet, DC-2 Form, (inorganic
pages 1-2, organic pages 1-4),  which indexes all
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documents submitted in the CSF. In addition to the original
Sample Data Package, the CSF consists of the following original
documents:

! A completed, signed, and dated Complete SDG File (CSF)
Inventory Sheet, DC-2 Form; 

! All original shipping documents including the EPA
chain of custody records, airbills, EPA traffic
reports, and sample tags sealed in plastic bags;

! All original receiving documents, including the sample
log-in sheet (DC-1 Form), and other receiving forms or
copies of receiving logbooks;

! All original laboratory records, not already submitted
in the Sample Data Package, concerning internal
laboratory sample transfer/tracking, preparation and
analysis;

! All other original SDG-specific documents in the
laboratory's possession including telephone contact
logs, copies of personal logbook pages, and hand
written case-specific notes. 

3.0 THE CSF TRACKING PROCEDURE 

3.1  Tracking Overview

To comply with evidence requirements, signed and dated
custody seals must be affixed to the CSF whenever it is
transferred.  The CSF is considered transferred whenever it
changes location upon shipment or hand-delivery.  This occurs
when the CSF is shipped from the laboratory to the Regional
Sample Control Center (RSCC), from the RSCC to the Prime
Contractor, from the Prime Contractor to the Data Validation
Subcontractor, from the Data Validation Subcontractor to the
Prime Contractor, whenever the CSF is requested for oversight by
the Region I EPA Quality Assurance Office, or any other time the
CSF must change custody.  

Data Validation Subcontractors will not be responsible for
conducting evidence audits; however, they must be informed of
and adhere to the Region I CSF Completeness Evidence Audit
Program, CSF Tracking Procedures.  The Prime Contractors are
responsible for ensuring that all Data Validation Subcontractors
are properly trained in the procedures outlined in the tracking
procedure.
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The CSF Tracking Procedure is initiated when the CSF is
received at the RSCC by the Sample Control Coordinator (SCC).
The SCC will initiate the CSF Receipt/Transfer Form, which will
remain with the CSF through every transfer.  The purpose of the
CSF Receipt/Transfer Form is to document the presence and
condition of custody seals, which must be affixed to the data
package in
compliance with evidence audit requirements during all
transfers.  Examples of blank and completed CSF Receipt/Transfer
Forms are  included in Attachment IIA and IIB.

3.2  CSF Tracking Procedure

The CSF is received at the RSCC from the laboratory under
custody seal.  The SCC initiates a CSF Receipt/Transfer Form,
which will remain with the CSF with every transfer. For each
transfer, the following protocol for CSF tracking and completion
of the CSF Receipt/Transfer Form must be followed:

1. Inspect the unopened CSF shipment.  Determine if
custody seals are present or absent.  If present,
determine if custody seals are intact or broken.

2. Open the CSF shipment and complete the CSF
Receipt/Transfer Form.  The case number, SDG number,
and data package number will be completed by the SCC.

! Receipt Date - Enter the date that the
contractor/validator received the CSF;

! Received By - Enter the name and initials of the
contractor/validator who has opened the CSF, and
list the affiliation, i.e. RSCC, Weston/ESAT,
NUS/ARCS, Dynamac, EPA, etc.;

! CSF Activity - List the CSF activity.  For
example, the SCC will list the activity as "CSF
Receipt".  The contractor/validator will list
the activity as "validation", "resubmittals",
"data validation oversight" or "CSF storage";

! Custody Seals - Indicate whether the custody
seals were present and intact;
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! Released - If the CSF must be transferred to a
new location, identify which organization the
package will be released to and the date of
release, i.e. shipment date or hand-delivery
date. 

3.3  Laboratory Resubmittal Tracking

All laboratory resubmittals requested during the evidence
audit and/or data validation must be shipped under custody seal.
The Prime Contractor Lead Chemist is the only one authorized to
request and receive resubmittals.  The Data Validation
Subcontractor cannot request or receive resubmittals.  The
laboratory may send resubmittals to either the RSCC or the Prime
Contractor.  

If the laboratory sends resubmittals to the RSCC, a new
CSF Receipt/Transfer Form will be initiated by the SCC.  The
resubmittals and new CSF Receipt/Transfer Form will be shipped
to the Prime Contractor Lead Chemist as stated in section 3.2.
The Prime Contractor will complete the appropriate section of
the new CSF Receipt/Transfer Form and will indicate the "CSF
Activity" as "Resubmittals". The Prime Contractor will then
forward the resubmittals to the Data Validation Subcontractor
under custody seal.

However, if the laboratory sends resubmittals directly to
the Prime Contractor, a new CSF Receipt/Transfer Form will be
initiated by the Prime Contractor.  The Prime Contractor will
complete the appropriate section of the new CSF Receipt/Transfer
Form and will indicate the "CSF Activity" as "Resubmittals". The
Prime Contractor will then forward the resubmittals to the Data
Validation Subcontractor under custody seal.  

If the Prime Contractor receives resubmittals from both
the laboratory and the RSCC, the Prime Contractor must verify
that the resubmittals received from the RSCC are identical to
those received directly from the laboratory.  The Prime
Contractor may then discard and recycle the set of resubmittals
received from the RSCC.  If the two sets of resubmittals are not
identical, the Prime Contractor must contact the laboratory to
determine which set of resubmittals is correct. 

Upon receipt of the resubmittals, the Data Validation
Subcontractor will complete the appropriate section of the new
CSF Receipt/Transfer Form.  Under "Released", the Data
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Validation Subcontractor should indicate "Included with CSF".
All CSF Receipt/Transfer Forms and laboratory resubmittals must
be kept with the CSF. 

3.4 Data Validation Oversight

If the QA Office requests a CSF for data validation
oversight, the Prime Contractor must complete the appropriate
sections of the CSF Receipt/Transfer Form and ship the CSF under
custody seal to the EPA.   When the data validation oversight is
complete, the EPA will complete the appropriate sections of the
CSF Receipt/Transfer Form and ship the CSF under custody seal to
the Prime Contractor. 

4.0 THE CSF AUDIT PERFORMANCE PROCEDURE

4.1  CSF Audit Overview

The purpose of the evidence audit is to determine
completeness of the CSF as shipped from the laboratory.  The
auditor must verify that all documents are present as stated by
the laboratory on the DC-2 Form and that all pages in the CSF
are accounted for on the DC-2 Form.  All evidentiary documents
must be clearly identified with the case number and SDG number,
and must be signed and dated where required.  The accuracy of
the Sample Data Package submitted as part of the CSF is
determined during the normal data validation procedure and is
not part of the evidentiary audit.

The CSF Audit Performance Procedure outlines the protocol
that Prime Contractors must follow to complete the evidence
audit.  The evidence audit must be completed by Prime
Contractors only.  Data Validation Subcontractors performing
data validation will not be responsible for conducting the
evidence audit, although they will be required to adhere to all
CSF tracking procedures.  The Prime Contractor will perform the
evidence audit by reviewing the DC-2 Form, which is submitted by
the laboratory as part of the CSF.  Examples of blank organic
and inorganic DC-2 Forms are included in Attachment IIIA.
Examples of laboratory-completed organic and inorganic DC-2
Forms are included in Attachment IIIB.  Examples of laboratory-
completed and Prime Contractor-completed organic and inorganic
DC-2 Forms are included in Attachment IIIC.

4.2 Inorganic Completeness Evidence Audit

The following describes the Region I guidelines for
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conducting completeness evidence audits of inorganic CSFs.  The
CSF will be shipped to the Prime Contractor Lead Chemist by the
RSCC.  A CSF Receipt/ Transfer Form, initiated by the SCC, will
be shipped with the CSF.  

The Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator will perform the
evidence audit using a photocopy of each completed and signed
DC-2 Form which is submitted by the laboratory as part of the
CSF or which is submitted with resubmitted documents.   The
Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator must not write on the
original DC-2 Form, which will remain with the CSF, unmodified.

When resubmittals are requested, the Prime Contractor
Auditor/Validator should request that the laboratory number the
resubmitted pages so that they may be appended to the end of the
CSF.  Pages should not be inserted into the CSF, and original
pages in the CSF should not be replaced by resubmitted pages. 

When the laboratory resubmittals are received, photocopy
the new DC-2 Form and perform the evidence audit for the
resubmitted sections only.  The Prime Contractor
Auditor/Validator must not write on the original DC-2 Form,
which will remain with the CSF, unmodified.  

The Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator must generate
telephone communication logs whenever the laboratory is
contacted for resubmittals or clarification.

Complete the evidence audit according to the following
protocol:

1. Inspect the package for custody seals and follow the
protocol outlined in the CSF Tracking Procedure.
After completing the appropriate sections of the CSF
Receipt/Transfer Form, proceed with the evidence
audit.

2. Locate the CSF Inventory Sheet, DC-2 Form, submitted
by the laboratory.  Make one photocopy of this DC-2
Form to perform the evidence audit.  At the top of the
first page, label the photocopy "Evidence Audit
Photocopy".  The original DC-2 Form submitted by the
laboratory must remain with the CSF, unmodified.  

If the DC-2 Form is not included with the CSF, contact
the laboratory for submittal and complete
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a telephone communication log.  Resubmittal of just
the DC-2 Form is not required to be under custody
seal.  Proceed with the evidence audit after the DC-2
Form has been submitted by the laboratory and
photocopied by the Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator.

3. Review the documents in the CSF.  Compare the document
page numbers to the page numbers listed on the DC-2
Form.  Ensure that all documents are accounted for and
legible.  If extra pages were included with the CSF
but were not listed on the DC-2 Form, or if page
numbers listed on the DC-2 Form were incorrect,
request that a corrected DC-2 Form be submitted.
Complete a telephone communication log.

4. For items 1-27 on the DC-2 Form, if the information is
accurate and legible, place a check in the EPA column
for those items.

  
If any pages are missing, inaccurate, or illegible, do
not put a check in the EPA column.  Request
resubmittal of the pages from the laboratory and
complete a telephone communication log.  

5. For item 28, check whether the traffic report is
present.  If no, leave EPA column blank, request
resubmittal of the pages from the laboratory and
complete a telephone communication log.  

Check whether the traffic report was signed and dated.
If yes, place a check in the EPA column.  If no, leave
EPA column blank and indicate the non-compliance
directly next to item 28 on the DC-2 Form.  Do not
request a laboratory resubmittal of the traffic report
if it was present but not signed or dated. 

6. Proceed to item 29.  Check whether airbills, chain of
custody records, sample tags, sample log-in sheets
(DC-1 Form and/or lab form), and the SDG cover sheet
are present.  If no, leave EPA column blank, request
resubmittals from the laboratory, and complete a
telephone communication log. 

 Check whether the airbills, chain of custody records
and SDG cover sheets were signed and
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dated.  If yes, place a check in the EPA column.  If
no, leave EPA column blank and indicate the non-
compliance directly next to item 29 on the DC-2 Form.
Do not request laboratory resubmittals of these
documents if they were present but not signed and
dated. 

Check whether the sample log-in sheet/ DC-1 Form are
complete and accurate.  If yes, place a check in the
EPA column.  If no, leave EPA column blank and
indicate the non-compliance directly next to item 29
on the DC-2 Form.  Do not request laboratory
resubmittals of these documents if they were present
but not complete or accurate.

7. Items 30, 31, and 32 concern laboratory documentation
including miscellaneous shipping/receiving records,
telephone logs, internal laboratory sample transfer/
tracking sheets, and sample preparation and analysis
records.  Confirm that EPA sample numbers, SDG
numbers, and Case numbers are correctly referenced to
this particular Case and SDG on all documents
submitted by the laboratory.  If yes, place a check in
the EPA columns.  If no, leave EPA columns blank,
request that the laboratory resubmit the correct
documents and complete a telephone communication log.

8. If there are documents listed in item 33, confirm that
EPA sample numbers, SDG numbers, and Case numbers are
correctly referenced to this particular Case and SDG
on all documents submitted by the laboratory.  If yes,
place a check in the EPA columns.  If no, leave EPA
columns blank, request that the laboratory resubmit
the correct documents, and complete a telephone
communication log.  

9. The evidence auditor should sign the "Audited by"
section at the bottom of each photocopied DC-2 Form.
The evidence auditor's printed name, title, and date
should also be completed.  In addition, the evidence
auditor should indicate their company name/contract
below the "Printed Name/Title" line.

10. Since resubmittals may be requested during validation,
hold all DC-2 Forms until the data validation is
complete before proceeding with the
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distribution of the forms.
 

11. When requested resubmittals and new DC-2 Form are
received from the laboratory, make a photocopy of the
new DC-2 Form.  At the top of the first page, label
the photocopy "Evidence Audit Photocopy".  The
original DC-2 Form submitted by the laboratory must
remain with the CSF, unmodified.  Perform the evidence
audit for the resubmitted sections on the photocopy of
the new DC-2 Form.  The column on the photocopied DC-2
Form for the original data package, which was left
blank during the evidence audit pending resubmittals,
remains blank.

 4.3  Organic Completeness Evidence Audit

The following describes the Region I guidelines for
conducting completeness evidence audits of organic CSFs.  The
CSF will be shipped to the Prime Contractor Lead Chemist by the
RSCC.  A CSF Receipt/ Transfer Form, initiated by the SCC, will
be shipped with the CSF.  

The Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator will perform the
evidence audit using a photocopy of each completed and signed
DC-2 Form which is submitted by the laboratory as part of the
CSF or which is submitted with resubmitted documents.   The
Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator must not write on the
original DC-2 Form which will remain unmodified with the CSF. 

When resubmittals are requested, the Prime Contractor
Auditor/Validator should request the laboratory to number the
resubmitted pages so that they may be appended to the end of the
CSF.  Pages should not be inserted into the CSF and original
pages in the CSF should not be replaced by resubmitted pages. 

When the laboratory resubmittals are received, photocopy
the new DC-2 Form and perform the evidence audit for the
resubmitted sections only.  The Prime Contractor
Auditor/Validator must not write on the original DC-2 Form which
will remain with the CSF, unmodified.  

The Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator must generate
telephone communication logs whenever the laboratory is
contacted for resubmittals or clarification.
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Complete the evidence audit according to the following
protocol:

1. Inspect the package for custody seals and follow the
protocol outlined in the CSF Tracking Procedure.
After completing the appropriate sections of the CSF
Receipt/Transfer Form, proceed with the evidence
audit.

2. Locate the CSF Inventory Sheet, DC-2 Form, submitted
by the laboratory.  Make one photocopy of this DC-2
Form to perform the evidence audit.  At the top of the
first page, label the photocopy "Evidence Audit
Photocopy".  The original DC-2 Form submitted by the
laboratory must remain with the CSF, unmodified.

If the DC-2 Form is not included with the CSF, contact
the laboratory for submittal and complete a telephone
communication log.  Resubmittal of just the DC-2 Form
is not required to be under custody seal.  Proceed
with the evidence audit after the DC-2 Form has been
submitted by the laboratory and photocopied by the
Prime Contractor Auditor/Validator. 

3. Review the documents in the CSF.  Compare the document
numbers to the page numbers listed on the DC-2 Form.
Ensure that all documents are accounted for and
legible.
If extra pages were included with the CSF but were not
listed on the DC-2 Form, or if page numbers listed on
the DC-2 Form were incorrect, request that a corrected
DC-2 Form be submitted.  Complete a telephone
communication log.

4. For items 2, 4, 5, and 6 on the DC-2 Form, if the
information is accurate and legible, place a check in
the EPA column for those items.

  
If any pages are missing, inaccurate, or illegible, do
not check off the EPA column.  Request resubmittals
from the laboratory and complete a telephone
communication log.  

5. For item 3, check whether the traffic report is
present.  If no, leave EPA column blank, request
resubmittal of the form, and complete a telephone
communication log.  
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Check whether the traffic report was signed and dated.
If yes, place a check in the EPA column.  If no, leave
the EPA column blank and indicate the non-compliance
directly next to item 3 on the DC-2 Form.  Do not
request a laboratory resubmittal of the traffic report
if it was present but not signed or dated. 

6. Item 7 concerns laboratory documentation including
internal laboratory sample transfer/tracking sheets,
sample preparation and analysis logbook pages,
screening records, and all instrument output,
including strip charts from screening activities.
Confirm that EPA sample numbers, SDG numbers, and Case
numbers are correctly referenced to this particular
Case and SDG on all documents submitted by the
laboratory.  If yes, place a check in the EPA columns.
If no, leave the EPA column blank, request that the
laboratory resubmit the correct documents, and
complete a telephone communication log.  

7. Proceed to item 8.  Check whether airbills, chain of
custody records, sample tags, sample log-in sheets
(DC-1 Form and/or lab form), the SDG cover sheet, and
miscellaneous shipping/receiving records are present.
If no, leave the EPA column blank, request
resubmittals from the laboratory, and complete a
telephone communication log.  

Check whether the airbills, chain of custody records
and SDG cover sheets were signed and dated.  If yes,
place a check in the EPA column.  If no, leave EPA
column blank and indicate the non-compliance directly
next to item 8 on the DC-2 Form.  Do not request
laboratory resubmittals of these documents if they
were present but not signed and dated. 

Check whether the sample log-in sheet/DC-1 Form are
complete and accurate.  If yes, place a check in the
EPA column.  If no, leave EPA column blank and
indicate the non-compliance directly next to item 8 on
the DC-2 Form.  Do not request laboratory resubmittals
of these documents if they were present but not
complete or accurate.

8. Item 9 lists all internal laboratory sample transfer
records and tracking sheets.  Confirm
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that EPA sample numbers, SDG numbers, and Case numbers
are correctly referenced by the laboratory.  If yes,
place a check in the EPA columns.  If no, leave EPA
columns blank, request resubmittals from the
laboratory, and complete a telephone communication
log.

9. If there are documents listed in item 10, confirm that
EPA sample numbers, SDG numbers, and Case numbers are
correctly referenced to this particular Case and SDG
on all documents submitted by the laboratory.  If yes,
place a check in the EPA columns.  If no, leave EPA
columns blank, request resubmittals from the
laboratory, and complete a telephone communication
log.  

10. The evidence auditor should sign the "Audited by"
section at the bottom of each photocopied DC-2 Form.
The evidence auditor's printed name, title, and date
should also be completed.  In addition, the evidence
auditor should indicate their company name/contract
below the "Printed Name/Title" line.

11. Since resubmittals may be requested during validation,
hold all DC-2 Forms until the data validation is
complete before proceeding with the distribution of
the forms.

12. When requested resubmittals and new DC-2 Form are
received from the laboratory, make a photocopy of the
new DC-2 Form.  At the top of the first page, label
the photocopy "Evidence Audit Photocopy".  The
original DC-2 Form submitted by the laboratory must
remain with the CSF, unmodified.  Perform the evidence
audit for the resubmitted sections on the photocopy of
the new DC-2 Form.  The column on the photocopied DC-2
Form for the original data package, which was left
blank during the evidence audit pending resubmittals,
remains blank.

5.0 POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH THE CSF AUDIT PROCESS

The following is a list of guidelines to aid the auditor
in determining the appropriate action to take when a CSF or DC-2
deviates from the required format.  Examples of situations which
would and would not require contacting the laboratory for
resubmittals are also included. 
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5.1 Guidelines for Contacting the Laboratory

The laboratory must be contacted for any problem that
affects the completeness or accuracy of the CSF.  For example:

! If the CSF contains pages identified with only a
laboratory identifier, such as a LIMS project number,
the laboratory must be contacted.  All pages of the
CSF must reference the CLP Case Number and SDG to
maintain data completeness.  Any pages with only a
laboratory or LIMS project number must be resubmitted.

! If the laboratory mistakenly indicates "Not
Applicable" for an item and it is obvious that the
item is applicable, i.e. the document is present in
the CSF, the laboratory must be contacted.  For
example, if the laboratory mistakenly indicates that
the airbills are "NA", then the laboratory must be
contacted and the revised DC-2 Form must be
resubmitted to indicate the exact page number of the
airbills.  

! If the DC-2 Form used by the laboratory does not
itemize all pages present in the CSF, the laboratory
must be contacted.  The laboratory may use their own
version of the DC-2 Form as long as all items/pages
are listed.  If the DC-2 Form does not accurately
reflect the contents of the CSF, then the laboratory
must resubmit the DC-2 Form.

! If the laboratory submits photocopied documentation
instead of original documentation, and if the location
of the originals is not noted on each photocopy, then
the laboratory must be contacted.  The entire CSF must
be submitted with all original documentation, or the
location of the originals must be noted on each
photocopy.

For example, sample tags and air bills must be
original documentation.  Sample preparation logs and
standard preparation logs, which are usually in bound
logbooks, may be photocopies.  

5.2 Guidelines for Not Contacting the Laboratory

The laboratory does not need to be contacted if problems
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do not affect the completeness or accuracy of the CSF.  For
example:

! If the laboratory uses a different DC-2 Form than the
one included in the Region I program (i.e. individual
items on the DC-2 Form have slightly different headers
than those on the CLP forms), the laboratory does not
need to be contacted.  As long as all documents are
accurately
inventoried on the laboratory DC-2 Form and the DC-2
Form accurately reflects the contents of the CSF, then
the
laboratory does not need to be contacted. 

! If the Traffic Report includes the Chain of Custody
form, as is the case with the new Traffic Reports, the
laboratory does not need to be contacted.  The
laboratory may list them individually.  The
duplication of page numbers is inevitable.

! If the laboratory has inserted resubmitted pages into
the CSF, the laboratory does not need to be contacted.
The laboratory has the option to add the requested
resubmittals in an addendum, insert additional pages
in the package and renumber the pages or resubmit the
page with the original page number.

! If other inconsistencies are found on the DC-2 Form,
but the integrity of the package is not affected, then
complete the audit and note the deficiency.  For
example, some laboratories may not check each item
individually on the DC-2 Form, but may instead draw a
continuous arrow down the column to indicate that all
items were checked.  If, however, an item that is not
applicable to the case is indicated as present by the
continuous arrow, note the inconsistency on the DC-2
Form.  

! If the laboratory listed both the original and
photocopied pages of the shipping documents on the DC-
2 Form, the laboratory does not need to be contacted.
The laboratory may have listed the photocopied
documents under the  "Traffic Report" and "EPA
Shipping/Receiving Documents" sections and the
original documents under "Other Records".  As long as
the original documentation is included with the CSF,
it is not necessary for the
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laboratory to resubmit the DC-2 Form with the original
documents listed under the "Traffic Report" and "EPA
Shipping/Receiving Documents" sections. 

6.0 COMPLETION OF EVIDENCE AUDIT AND DISTRIBUTION OF AUDIT
FORMS

The audit is complete after data validation has been
performed and when all DC-2 Forms have been received and
audited.  Even if data validation is performed by a Data
Validation Subcontractor, the Prime Contractor is still
responsible for obtaining any resubmittals required by the
validation and new DC-2 Forms following the protocol outlined
above for CSF tracking and auditing.  

The photocopied DC-2 Forms completed by the evidence
auditor, the original laboratory-submitted DC-2 Form, and the
CSF Receipt/Transfer Form should remain with the CSF.  The
evidence auditor should make a copy of all DC-2 Forms that were
previously photocopied and completed during the audit procedure.
These copies, along with copies of the telephone communication
logs, should be sent to:

Contract Evidence Audit Team (CEAT-TechLaw)
12600 West Colfax Avenue
Suite C-310
Lakewood, Colorado   80215
Attn: Kerri Luka, Project Leader

When the validation and evidence audit procedures are
completed, the CSF remains with the Prime Contractor until
contract expiration or until further use of the CSF is required
by Region I. 



Attachment I

Flowchart of Region I CSF Evidence Audit Program





Attachment IIA

Blank CSF Receipt/Transfer Form





Attachment IIB

Completed CSF Receipt/Transfer Form







Attachment IIIA

Blank Organic and Inorganic DC-2 Forms















Attachment IIIB

Laboratory-Completed Organic and Inorganic DC-2 Forms















Attachment IIIC

Laboratory and Contractor-Completed
Organic and Inorganic DC-2 Form














